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Hello and welcome to this Wednesday night meditation from St. Andrew Lutheran 
Church in Franklin, Tennessee. Tonight we continue our series on the Bible and 
Racial Justice

Last week and the week before – not surprising - Pr. Katherine Museus Dabay did a 
fine job explaining that race, as we understand it, was not a concept known in 
biblical times. Dividing the world into several broad racial categories was an 
invention of the 18th and 19th centuries. 

Pr. Katherine also helped us understand how racism could not be more antithetical 
to the whole message of the Bible, especially to Jesus’ teachings and his insistence 
on breaking down any barriers that we humans have set up to divide ourselves from 
one another – Jews and Samaritans, men and women, religious people and pagans,
rich and poor. 

Tonight, we are going to look a bit more deeply at the some of the words we use 
when we talk about race and ethnicity. Let me say up front that wading into these 
waters is never without danger. We Americans are mighty touchy about the subject 
of racism. 

How many times have you hear someone say, something like, “I’m not a racist, but, 
people like to be with their own kind.” And how many times have you seen someone 
who has been caught on a live mic saying something disparaging of another ethnic 
group, say, emphatically, usually angrily “I’m not a racist!” 

We usually think assume that racism is the same thing as bigotry and bigotry the 
same as prejudice. I think it would be helpful if we distinguish the categories. 

In his book No Bigotry Allowed, my friend Pr. Ron Bonner, now of Atlanta’s 
Redeemer Lutheran Church, writes that “Bigotry is more than prejudice…” Prejudice 
is preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or experience. Bigotry on the 
other hand “is hate-filled prejudice…. Bigotry expresses hate and apathy toward 
others for no other reason than difference.” 

Bigotry is personal. Racism, on the other hand, is institutional and systemic. Pr. 
Bonner points out that “Racism is not merely disliking someone of another color.” He
goes on, “Today many people confuse dislike, bias, personal discrimination, 
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prejudice, or even bigotry with racism. Racism is a social construct based on 
institutionalized and systemic power for the purposes of control of resources, 
authority, and influence within society.” 

In other words, racism is systemic bigotry. 

Often when people say they are not racist, they mean that they are not bigots. 
Because when a system is racist, everyone in that society participates in the racism. 
Those who benefit from racism at the expense of others may not be bigots, but we 
are still, in this sense of the word, racists.

A tragic reality that we Americans need to own is that here in the Unites States, 
racism has been baked into the system for a long time. Pr. Katherine talked about 
how the “Doctrine of Discovery” promulgated by the church allowed Christian 
Europeans to take the land of those who were living here on their arrival and to treat 
them with violence and contempt. 

The vast majority of native peoples in the Americas were either killed or they died of 
starvation or one of the diseases brought by the Europeans. 

While a few Christians protested the mistreatment of the native peoples, most 
believed that, since the natives were not white, Christian Europeans, they were 
savages, not deserving of humane treatment. They could be enslaved and their 
property could be confiscated. In 1900, due to violence, European diseases, and 
eradication campaigns, the native population in North America was only about a 
fourth what it had been when settlers from Europe first set foot on this land. 

That same sort of entitlement thinking among Christian Europeans went into the 
establishment of chattel slavery. Many Africans were not Christians, so, enslaving 
them was permissible. They might even become Christians and their souls would be 
saved, even while their bodies still belonged to someone else. 

The new social concept of race added to that unjust treatment as philosophers, 
politicians and preachers taught that Africans were deserving of their enslaved 
status on account of bad science, a misreading of Genesis, or bad theology. This 
notion gave permission, not just to enslave people, but to enslave their descendants.

From those beginnings, even after the slavery ended in the 19th century and the 
outlawing of the Jim Crow laws and so-called “separate but equal” segregation 
ended in the 20th – and here’s the point – even when the laws changed and, even 
when the hearts of some people changed – the system remained unequal. It 
remained racist in that it continued and continues to favor European Americans over 
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African Americans and other groups in sometimes subtle but always demeaning and 
egregious ways. 

When I was a child growing up in West Georgia, the 40% of the population who were
African American could not use the public parks, the public library, or the public 
swimming pools. That obvious racism has gone away, but we’ve seen plenty of 
evidence on the news lately that we are still not all treated the same. 

If you are white, you can ask almost any African American who trusts you enough to 
tell you the truth about racial profiling, driving while black, being followed by 
department store employees and assumed to be a thief. These are not unusual 
experiences for black Americans. 

Laws change, but the racist system manages to continue. In the 1980s, a large 
bank, I know about hired black employees as it was required to do in order to qualify 
for government loans. Within a few years, the formerly all-white staff looked a lot 
more colorful. 

But, since some of the bank’s vice presidents did not want black people to hold 
officer-rank positions in the bank, and since racial designation could not be kept in 
personnel records, a staple was attached to the upper-right-hand corner of the 
personnel record of each black employee so that people working in the personnel 
department would know not to recommend those employees for promotion in the 
departments run by those vice presidents. 

The black employees in those departments did not know that, no matter how hard 
they worked, no matter how much continuing education they had, no matter how 
good they were at their jobs, they were never going to be bank officers in that bank. 
It was illegal, but it happened and it happens.

Perhaps the most telling example of how racism, infused in a system, perpetuates 
and increases inequality is the treatment of black GIs following World War II.

After World War II, the GI bill offered education, employment, and reduced interest 
housing to returning veterans. My father was the grateful recipient of this. He went to
a technical school, bought a house and three acres and received preference in 
employment after returning from the war. 

For black veterans, the situation could hardly have been more different. To appease 
segregationist politicians who bristled at the thought of black soldiers moving into the
middle class, congress decided to allow states to oversee the expenditure of what 
ended up being $33 billion that was given to returning GIs in benefits. 
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In many places, particularly in the South, but not only in the South, the schools that 
provided the vocational and academic training the GI bill payed for were not 
available to black veterans. Historian Hilary Herbold writes, “…the segregationist 
principles of almost every institution of higher learning effectively disbarred a huge 
proportion of Black veterans from earning a college degree.”

And while a move in congress to outright deny unemployment benefits to black 
veterans failed, still, in many communities, the unemployment applications of 
returning black GIs were systematically denied. In some places postmasters were 
accused of refusing even to deliver unemployment forms to black veterans. 

Perhaps the greatest impact of the unjust treatment of black veterans resulted from 
discrimination in housing. All over the country, new subdivisions were springing up to
provide housing for us baby boomers and our parents, but black GIs discovered that 
those subdivisions were for whites only. “In New York and the northern New Jersey 
suburbs, fewer than 100 of the 67,000 mortgages insured by the GI bill supported 
home purchases by non-whites.”1

Those white veterans who streamed into the newly created suburbs and also 
received help in education, vocational training and employment began to gain 
wealth. The white middle class boomed, and home ownership became the way most
middle class Americans amassed wealth. 

And while these unfair housing practices, including red-lining or neighborhoods 
happened in the early and mid-20th century, one long-standing result is that 
according to the US Census bureau, in 2017, about 42% for African Americans were
home owners versus 72% for European Americans. 

And the long-term economic result of all the systemic inequality in hiring, salaries, 
housing ownership, education and on and on visited on people in my parents’ 
generation is that today, according to the U.S. Federal Reserve, the average net 
worth per capita of black Americans is not quite 1/4 that of white Americans. 

Many of us white baby boomers and our children and grandchildren are the 
beneficiaries of these policies that gave our parents a leg up through the GI Bill. 
Whether or not we are bigots, we have benefited from racism. 

This is not supposed to be a meditation, not a civics lesson, so I’ll just mention that 
bank and the GI bill are just two examples of decades - centuries - of ethnic bigotry 
that has led to intractable and systemic racism, racism often not noticed and rarely 
acknowledged by those of us who have not been harmed by it. 
1For more on the history of the GI bill, see:  https://www.history.com/news/gi-bill-black-wwii-veterans-
benefits
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There was segregation and Jim Crow and reconstruction and slavery – each building
on and, in part, a result of that which came before. 

Someone has said that the result of the long history of segregation and Jim Crow 
and reconstruction and slavery is that racism is so American that when you protest it 
people think you are protesting America.  

So, what does this have to do with us who are Christ’s church here in this place in 
this day and time? 

As Pr. Katherine noted week before last, it is clear from the Bible that God is not the 
author of human division and racial hierarchy. It is also clear from the Bible that God 
is not pleased when some of God’s beloved children participate in the mistreatment 
of others of God’s beloved children. God demands justice of God’s people. Read 
Isaiah or Micah if you want to see powerful evidence of God’s distaste for injustice.  
Or, here’s Amos: 

Hear this, you who trample on the needy and destroy
        the poor of the land,  saying,
    “When will the new moon
        be over so that we may sell grain,
        and the Sabbath
        so that we may offer wheat for sale,
        make the ephah smaller, enlarge the shekel,
        and deceive with false balances,
        in order to buy the needy for silver
        and the helpless for sandals,
        and sell garbage as grain?”
     The Lord has sworn by the pride of Jacob:
        Surely I will never forget what they have done.” (Amos 8:4ff, CEB)

Amos goes on to assure the devoutly religious that God hates their worship, their 
sacrifices, their offerings, even the sound of their worship music. Instead, what God 
wants is this: “Let justice roll down like waters and righteous like a mighty stream.” 

That means that if decades of the individual sin of bigotry has resulted in the 
corporate sin and grave injustice of racism, we, who are God’s children are 
expected, not to ignore it or pretend that it isn’t there or make excuses for it. Instead,
we are to do everything we can to change it, especially if we are among those who 
have benefited from the unjust system. 
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It is especially important for those of us who have benefited from systemic racism to 
do what we can to dismantle it. We are called in baptism to love and serve our 
neighbors. When our neighbors are hurt by systemic racism that holds some of 
God’s beloved children in lower regard than others of God’s beloved children, that 
privileges some at the expense of others, we are called to change the system, to 
work to dismantle racism for the sake of our neighbor. That is what it means to love 
our neighbor. 

And there is gospel in all this: We who rely on God’s grace and not our own 
goodness or the goodness of our ancestors don’t have to defend the indefensible. 
We can admit our own sin and the sins of our ancestors and the continuing reality of 
racism which we participate in, willingly or not. God loves us and stands willing 
always to forgive us. 

Love God with all your heart and soul and mind and love your neighbor as yourself. 
That’s all the law and the prophets, Jesus said. We can do that by praying that the 
Spirit might remove any bigotry that hides in our own hearts. And we also do that by 
working together with diligence and purpose to eradicate racism from our corporate, 
social, and political lives.

Dismantling racism might seem like an overwhelming task. Even talking about it is 
daunting. As I said, racism has been baked into the system for a long time. It has 
infected and continues to sicken every institution we have – schools, government, 
church - but we are assured that the God who demands justice of God’s people, the 
God who calls us to love and serve our neighbors will be with us whenever we are 
willing to get started.

Let us pray: 
 
Almighty God, you show us the splendor of diversity and the beauty of unity in your 
own divine life and you have brought us all to this good land. Make us, who came 
from many nations with many languages, a united people that delights in our many 
different gifts and remembers your generosity. Bless our land with honesty in the 
workplace, truth in education, and honor in daily life. Save us from violence, discord, 
and confusion; from pride and arrogance; and from racism and every course of 
action that causes it to continue. Give those whom we have entrusted with authority 
the spirit of wisdom, that there might be justice and peace in our land. When times 
are prosperous, let our hearts be thankful; and, in troubled times, do not let our trust 
in you fail. We pray in the name of Jesus Christ our Lord.2

Amen.

2 Adapted from Prayer Book for the Armed Services, Evangelical Lutheran Worship. 
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